Detection of Low-Weight Pigs by Using a Top-View Camera
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Caring weaning pigs is important in the management of a group-housed pig farm. In this study, we propose an automatic method for detecting low-weight pigs in a pigsty. We install a top-view camera in a room of weaning pigs to detect the motion area of each pig from the video obtained. Then, we automatically detect a low-weight pig by comparing the size of each pig. Based on the experimental results, we confirm that the proposed method can automatically detect relatively low-weight pigs without any manual inspection or measurement of actual weight by a farm administrator.
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1. Introduction

Caring weaning animals is important in the management of group-housed livestock[1-9]. For example, if one of the weaning pigs has a lower weight when compared to other pigs, it may have some health problem caused by a disease or stress; therefore, a farm administrator should rapidly identify the low-weight pig and take necessary steps to the pig. In case of a large-scale Korean pigsty, however, each farm administrator has to manage 2,000 pigs. Under this condition, it is impossible for the administrator to detect low-weight pigs early; in this sense, the automatic detection of low-weight pigs is required.

In this study, we propose an automatic method for detecting low-weight pigs in a pigsty. We install a top-view camera in the ceiling of a pig room to automatically detect low-weight pigs by measuring the size of each pig with computer vision techniques. That is, we detect the moving area of pigs obtained from the video and compare the relative size of each pig. In fact, the weaning pigs sleep most of the time during a day, and it is difficult to measure the size of each pig due to occlusion between them. The motivation of this paper is to determine the size of a moving pig by using a motion detection method.

From the input video, we first detect object areas by using HSV color information. If the size of a detected area is larger than that of one pig, we consider that area, as a group of touching pigs which are close to each other. In order to determine the size of each pig in a crowded pig room, we apply Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for detecting the moving pigs. Since a pig can move part of his body (i.e., head shaking), GMM may detect partial-moving pigs in addition to full-moving pigs. If the size of an overlapped area between a GMM moving area and the corresponding HSV object area is larger than the threshold as determined experimentally, we consider it as a full-moving pig and record its size. Finally, if the size of a full-moving pig is less than a threshold (i.e., the size of a pig is significantly smaller than that of other pigs), we report the pig as a low-weight pig. Thus, our proposed method can detect low-weight pigs automatically without any user's intervention (i.e., visual inspection, measurement of actual weight and camera measurement in a specially organized measurement room). Based on the experimental results, we confirm that the proposed method can automatically detect relatively low-weight pigs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present related works with computer vision techniques. In Section 3, we explain the proposed method for measuring the size of a full-moving pig, and we present our experimental results in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide a summary of this study.

2. Related Works

Various methods have been reported for managing pigs effectively in a pigsty with computer vision techniques. For example, a study for providing the best temperature to the pigs was proposed by deciding the density of sleeping pigs in a pigsty with a camera installed at the ceiling[2]. For analysis of pig behaviors by using the video informations, a study available of detecting an emergency or a disease occurrence early of pigs was proposed[3]. A study which was automatically detected for agressive activities of pigs by using video informations and SVM was reported[4], and a tracking method by using the “frame difference” was reported for detecting and tracking the pigs individually[5]. In the tracking technique by using the frame
difference, however, pigs could be not tracked accurately because of no segmentation. To solve the problem, a segmentation method was proposed for separating the touching pigs by using spatiotemporal informations[6]. Additionally, researches that estimate the group-housed livestock have been reported. For example, a research that investigated the possibility of estimating the body size and weight of sheep with computer-assisted digital image analysis was conducted[7]. For weighing pigs, a research for pig weighing based on the infrared depth map images was performed[8]. In addition, a research was conducted based on computer-assisted visual images and artificial neural networks for pig live weights without disturbing the animals[9]. In these researches, however, the proposed methods measured the weight of only one of the livestocks in a specially organized measurement room (i.e., requiring some user intervention). In this paper, we propose an automated method for detecting low-weight pigs by using a video information obtained from a top-view camera in a crowded pig room, without any user's intervention.

3. Detection of Low-weight Pigs

In this paper, we propose an automated method for detecting low-weight pigs by measuring sizes of moving pigs. First, we perform binarization of a frame for conducting background subtraction from a video obtained by a camera. In the binary image, we also detect the moving pigs by using GMM. If the moving pigs are detected in the video sequence, we calculate an average size of the moving pigs after analyzing the number of pixels of each moving pig (i.e., size of each pig). Finally, we determine the low-weight pigs based on a threshold using the average. Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed method.

![Flowchart of Detecting Low-weight Pigs](image)

**Figure 1:** Flowchart of Detecting Low-weight Pigs
3.1 Background Subtraction

As shadows of the pigs are built to similar size near the pigs due to the influence of light in a pig room, a pig can be recognized as two pigs in pre-processing for the RGB input video. To solve this problem, we convert RGB color space to HSV color space to reduce the influence of the light. In addition, we tune parameters of HSV, and perform binarization with the HSV image to remove unnecessary noise. From the binarization, we exclude object areas larger than the size of one pig (i.e., single-pig-size-threshold). For the purpose of explanation, we denote this result as HSV threshold image.

3.2 Detecting a Moving Pig by Using GMM and Calculating its Size

GMM method is used to detect moving pigs in the HSV threshold image. Typically, the frame difference is widely used to detect moving objects. This is a simple but efficient background subtraction algorithm to identify the difference of each pixel between the previous frame and the current frame. To detect moving pigs in our experiment, open source GMM[10] is employed. GMM is used for background modeling to subtract the background using each pixel modeled as mixed Gaussian distributions. In GMM method, it has to learn of the video sequence to detect moving pigs. After learning of the sequence, only moving pigs appear except sleeping or non-moving pigs in the result sequence; however, if one of the pigs in the sequence moves its head or part of its body, it also appears in the result sequence. In the case, we cannot measure the precise size of a pig because of partial motion of a pig. Thus, a full-moving pig should be detected to measure the precise size of it by excluding the partial-moving pigs. For detecting the full-moving pig, overlapping the HSV threshold image and the GMM image is required. A full-moving pig is determined by counting the number of pixels in the HSV threshold image overlapped with the GMM image. In order to detect a full-moving pig, a threshold can be set from the maximum size among each moving pig. If the number of overlapped pixels is larger than the threshold (i.e., full-moving-pig-threshold) of the number of pixels in the HSV threshold image, the pig can be detected as a full-moving pig. Then, we analyze the number of pixels of each full-moving pig after deriving an average size of full-moving pigs. At the time, a threshold for detecting a low-weight pig can be derived statistically from the average size of the full-moving pigs. Based on this procedure, if the size of a full-moving pig is larger than the threshold (i.e., low-weight-pig-threshold), the pig is determined as a low-weight pig.

4. Experimental Results

In our experiments, we set the resolution size to 640 × 480 pixels and the frame rate to 8 frames/second. The camera was located at 4m above the floor to monitor a pig room of 4 × 3 m, and there were 22 weaning pigs in the room. Firstly, we performed the background subtraction to remove some noise of the input video sequence. Fig. 2 shows the result image of converting a RGB color image to a HSV binary image from the video.
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Figure 2: Binarization of Input Image

From the binarization, we excluded object areas larger than the size of one pig (i.e., single-pig-size-threshold). In the experiments, we set the single-pig-size-threshold as 110% of the maximum size of the pig, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Then, we used the GMM method to detect the moving pigs in the HSV threshold image. When a pig moved a part of its body, however, partial-moving pigs appeared as well as full-moving pigs as shown in Fig. 3 (b). We overlapped the GMM image with the HSV threshold image, and detected full-moving pigs as shown in Fig. 4. In the experiments, we set the full-moving-pig-threshold as 90% of the size of the corresponding pig in the HSV threshold image.

Figure 3: Detection of Moving Pigs

Figure 4: Detection of A Full-moving Pig
Finally, we detected the low-weight pigs. From the 6-minute input video, we detected 10 full-moving pigs. Then, we counted the number of pixels of each full-moving pig. To find out low-weight pigs, we derived an average by summing the size (i.e., the number of pixels) of each full-moving pig in the video sequence. We set the low-weight-pig-threshold as 70% of the average. In our experimental results with 10 full-moving pigs, we identified that pig #10 was especially smaller than any other pig. Fig. 5 shows the low-weight-pig-threshold, and pig #10 was detected as a low-weight pig. According to the experimental results, the advantage of our proposed method was measurable for the size of the moving pigs in the crowded pig room compared to measure the size of a pig in a specially organized measurement room.

![Figure 5: number of Pixels of 10 Pigs in the Video Sequence](image)

5. Conclusion

Detection of low-weight weaning pigs is important in livestock management because it allows early detection of the health or management problems. In this paper, we proposed an automated method for detecting low-weight pigs, which could significantly save the working time of farm administrators. From the top-view camera installed at the ceiling of a pig room, we analyzed the size of each pig with computer vision techniques to detect relatively low-weight pigs in the pig room. From the experimental results, we confirm that the proposed method can automatically detect low-weight pigs by measuring the moving area of each pig without any user's intervention. We expect that weaning pigs can be more effectively managed if the proposed method is combined with future work of 24-hour tracking of each pig.
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